
spirit beauty treatment rooms 
3rd floor

Álainn (pronounced All-lin)
Beautiful, lovely, handsome.



This is not a menu of beauty …
Its more…

A map of finding alainn

We could not put you in better hands than those of Ursula Daly ITEC, MIACP. She’s
our resident therapist, a qualified psychotherapist and one of Dublin’s most
extraordinary beauty experts.

Ursula takes a holistic approach to beauty and wellbeing and her famous hot and cold
stone massage is a joy. Try her new Aroma touch treatments too, which ease high-
tension muscles while stimulating the metabolism.

Opening hours: 10am- 6pm Tuesday to Saturday

All massage/facial treatments are bespoke at Spirit and can be 30/60 or 90 minutes in
duration. Ursula will guide you for  optimum results.

Treatment costs: 30 minutes: €50 60 minutes:€75/€85 90minutes: €120

Massage 

1. Deep Tissue Massage: A therapeutic technique that focuses on deeper layers
and helps to relax and relieve tension in the body.

2. Aromatherapy Massage: Works on the lymphatic system to help to detox the
body and encourage deep relaxation in times of stress.

3. NEW Aroma Touch: Pure therapeutic oils help rebalance the body, relaxing muscles,
calming tension, soothing irritated tissue, increasing circulation, smoothing and toning. 

4. Back, Neck & Shoulder Massage: Deep and relaxing while easing any aches or
muscle strain, this massage changes with you.

5. Swedish Massage: This is a massage that helps to break down fatty tissue by using
chopping and flaying movements.



6. Physiostone Massage: Designed to treat any physical problems in the upper or
lower body (e.g. tennis elbow or frozen shoulder) using hot and cold stones.

7. La STONE: The ultimate massage, exploring alternating temperatures and energy
using geo thermal stones (60 or 90 minutes only).
8. Rainbath Ceremony: Exclusive treatment using essential oils and basalt stones
to balance the neurological body (90 minutes only).

9. Bespoke Massage: Ursula will consult with you before creating the perfect,
customised massage treatment to make you feel new again.

Facials

1. Do Terra Essential Skin Care / Verage Skin Care: Verage is a 100% natural,
pure and effective skin care program composed of gifts from the Earth that bring skin
back to life.

2. Aroma Facial: Cleanse, tone and scrub massage.

3. Remodelling Facial: This facial has a self heating effect helping muscles to relax
and contract simultaneously .This massage aids re generation of cellular renewal.

4. Bespoke Facial: Consult with Ursula and she will tailor a treatment to address
any skin issue.

5. Gents Facial:This facial can be adjusted to your particular skin and incorporates
a scrub and deep cleanse along with peeling and a facial massage.

Waxing Lip/Chin €12.00
Eyebrow €15.00
Underarm €20.00
Bikini €25.00
Californian €30.00
G-String €35.00
Brazilian €50.00
Half Leg/Back Wax €30.00
Full Leg €45.00
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Nails File & Polish €15.00
Mini Manicure €25.00
Paraffin Wax Manicure €45.00
Pedicure €40.00

Eyes Eyelash & Eyebrow Tint €20.00
Eyebrow Shape Wax Or Tweezers €15.00

Appointments and reservations:We strongly recommend that you make an
appointment in advance - reservations are subject to availability and must be guaranteed
with a credit card.

Cancellation:Treatment times are reserved especially for you. If you need to cancel
or change your appointment, please do so at least 24 hours in advance to avoid charges.

Ready? Make your reservation and start to relax now – the calmer you are, the easier
it will be to find your own personal álainn.

Opening hours: 10am- 6pm Tuesdays to Saturdays
Appointments recommended

Contact: Hotel guests: please dial 2117 or 0 for reception
Non-residents Tel 01 4787000 Ext: Spirit Salon

Email: spiritsalon@fitzwilliamhotel.com


